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The Three Little Pigs with a twist! In the tradition of her bestseller The Three Snow Bears, Jan

Brett finds inspiration for her version of a familiar story in Namibia, where red rock mountains

and vivid blue skies are home to appealing little dassies and hungry eagles.Mimbi, Pimbi and

Timbi hope to find "a place cooler, a place less crowded, a place safe from eagles!" to build

their new homes. The handsomely dressed Agama Man watches from the borders as the eagle

flies down to flap and clap until he blows a house down. But in a deliciously funny twist, that

pesky eagle gets a fine comeuppance!Bold African patterns and prints fill the stunning borders,

but it is the dassies in their bright, colorful dresses and hats that steal the show in this

irresistible tale, perfect for reading aloud.
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1949- ot, hot, hot! The little dassies were almost grown upand it was time for them to find

their own place. Mimbi,Pimbi, and Timbi waved good-bye to Mommy, Daddy,aunties, uncles,

and all their cousins and set out forthe distant mountain.“Come and visit us!” they shouted. “A

place cooler!A place less crowded! A place safe from big eagles!”ot, hot, hot! The little dassies

were almost grown upand it was time for them to find their own place. Mimbi,Pimbi, and Timbi

waved good-bye to Mommy, Daddy,aunties, uncles, and all their cousins and set out forthe

distant mountain.“Come and visit us!” they shouted. “A place cooler!A place less crowded! A

place safe from big eagles!”

The sisters traveled all day and all night across theNamib Desert, arriving at the foot of the

mountainthe next morning. “This is where we will live,” theyagreed excitedly.“Welcome,” a

squeaky voice called out from the scree.It came from a handsome, smiling Agama Man.“No

one has lived here for a long, long time.Just me and a family of eagles up on the

mountain.”Eagles? The three little dassies shiveredin the hot, hot sun.

Where would they build their houses?Mimbi eyed the long grasses. “These grasses willmake a

lovely cool house,” she said, and she set to workcutting, twisting, braiding, and bundling. She

finishedin no time. “Be near and dear, sisters,” she said, crawlinginside for a nap.Where would

they build their houses?Mimbi eyed the long grasses. “These grasses willmake a lovely cool

house,” she said, and she set to workcutting, twisting, braiding, and bundling. She finishedin no

time. “Be near and dear, sisters,” she said, crawlinginside for a nap.
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Linda B., “A visual feast of a classic tale, re-imagined by a well-known children's author and

illustrator. My grandchildren and I have been collecting versions of the story of The Three Little

Pigs and The Big Bad Wolf.We've enjoyed the story as retold by Steven Kellogg, James

Marshall, Jon Scieszka, Mark Teague, Paul Galdone, and other talented children's authors and

illustrators.In this book which is beautifully written and illustrated by Jan Brett, a Namibian

folktale is shared of three sisters (Mimbi, Pimbi, and Timbi) who are dassies who moved away

from their large family to build homes on a mountain. They hope this new location will be cooler

and far from large eagles, who like to catch them. (Dassies are small mammals similar to

guinea pigs.)The individual homes are made of long grasses, driftwood, and stone. Instead of

the huffing and puffing successfully used by the Big Bad Wolf to blow down two of the three

structures in the classic tale, there is a powerful predator eagle who flaps and claps with his

wings to try to destroy the homes and capture the dassies.There is the crucial chimney scene

in this version. Additionally, the sisters gain a wonderful friend known as Agama Man (an Old

World lizard), who is vital to the happy ending.As expected with Jan Brett's books, the tale

develops in both the central section and the side panels which are the borders of each page.

The setting is so richly depicted. The dassies wear beautifully patterned dresses and head

turbans native to their region. The lizard and the eagle are also sporting hats and

suspenders.This is a vibrant re-imagining of a classic story in the detailed, sumptuous style

that Jan Brett is known for.”

Connie Woods, “Another Home Run for Jan Brett. I can't praise Jan Brett's books enough. I

started buying her books when my daughter was in grade school. We're still fans and she is

now 24 with her own toddler at home. I continue to buy Brett's books for my own library to

share with my grand kids. Like her other books, this is a feast for the eyes. I'd never known

what a Dassie was.  Brett's books are educational even for this Gramma!”

Scot10, “A delightful African twist on "The Three Little Pigs". As with all of Jan Brett's books,

the illustrations are marvelously detailed. The story itself is charming, but the side of each page

has vignettes that go with the story and include African fabrics and plants. These add richly to

the experience of immersing yourself in Ms. Brett's beautiful drawings. Her books are instant

classics.”

CrisJoy, “Another BEST BRETT!. We love Jan Brett's books! We can't just borrow them from

the library - we must own them! The illustrations are our favorites & each time we open 1 of her



books from our shelves - we find something new we didn't notice before! (The "we's" are from

ages 1 to 50!) The dressed dassies are darling and the twist on the popular pigs was delightful!”

Velia Graham, “It arrived on time. It is as described.. Very good condition. I gave it to my

grandchildren.”

Marcia T. Plothow, “Dassies. Great art work. Jann Brett has such an instinct and ability to bring

to life the area the story takes place through her pictures. The story is unique and

entertaining.  My grandchildren had me read it over and over.”

Marie Elizabeth, “The 3 Little Dassies. I love this African version of The Three Little Pigs tale!

Jan Brett is one of my favorite children's author and illustrater.Her illustrations are amazing,

and include much detail.”

Susan Mathews, “great book!. Hard to find, great book!”

The book by Jan Brett has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 57 people have provided feedback.
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